Governance Futures (BCH December)

Prices Quoted In USD (USDC)
Prices are quoted in USD, depositable on the platform as
USDC.

Definition of BCH in this contract:
BCH is the token native to the Bitcoin Cash blockchain.
Bitcoin Cash is :
01、A blockchain that starts at Satoshi Nakamoto’s genesis
block, with the hash
“000000000019d6689c085ae165831e934ff763ae46a2a6c
172b3f1b60a8ce26f”. (Genesis Block),
02、A blockchain that includes the block hash
000000000000000000651ef99cb9fcbe0dadde1d424bd9f15ff20136191a5eec at height 478559
(BTC/BCH split),
03、A blockchain that includes the block hash
0000000000000000004626ff6e3b936941d341c5932ece
4357eeccac44e6d56c at height 556767 (BCH/BSV split),
04、A blockchain where between blocks 630,000 and
839,999, miners producing a valid block are allowed to
allocate up to, but no more than, 6.25 of the coin plus
transaction fees to any single address of their choosing,

Zero Settlement Price
If the coin does not exist by November 18th, 2020, the
contract will be cash settled early at a price of $0.

Settlement Date / Time
December 25, 2020 or in the case that the coin fails to exist
by November 18th, 2020, will be settled on November 18th.
Existence shall be defined as reaching block 661855.
Profit Withdrawals
PNL will be credited to your account in real time and profits
made trading the contracts can be freely withdrawn at any
time prior to expiry.
Initial Margin Requirements

Collateral
Contracts will be collateralised in USDC. Users will also be
able to use BCH or FLEX Coin as collateral, with a haircut
and limit on the negative margin currency (negative USD)
balances your account can go to of -$10,000. For more on
this see here:
https://coinflex-exchange.gitbook.io/coinflex/products/flexiblecollateral-management

05、The blockchain with the most cumulative work which
satisfies all of the above which uses Proof-of-Work based
on SHA 256.
Minimum Price Fluctuation (Tick Size)
$0.50. Bid and offer prices cannot be displayed, traded or
entered in units more granular than $0.50 USDC.
Asset Code
BCH-USD-2001225-LIN
Contract Settlement Price
Normal Trading Conditions
Futures become positions in CoinFLEX’s Deliverable
Perpetuals at the time of expiry. These Deliverable Perpetuals will be deliverable into the underlying instrument, BCH.

Disclaimer: CoinFLEX is the trading name of LIQUIDITY TECHNOLOG IES LTD (IBC No. 208853), a limited company incorporated in the
Seychelles whose registered office is at Global
Gateway 8, Rue de la Perle, Providence, Mahé, Republic of Seych
elles. Electronic trading in cryptocurrency futures is not regu
lated in the Seychelles and CoinFLEX does not hold
any authorisation, licence or registration to provide the platf orm. Your trading activity is not supervised by any national re gulatory or supervisory authority and any losses you incur
will likely not be recoverable under any government compensatio
n scheme.
Important Note: Cryptocurrency futures are intended for sophist
icated investors and are complex investments which carry a high
degree of risk. The information contained in this
document is not, and should not be read as, advice or an offer
or recommendation to buy or sell any asset. For more informatio
n, please refer to the Risk Statement found on
www.coinflex.com. Trading in cryptocurrencies involves signific
ant risk of loss. The value of cryptocurrencies, and therefore
the value of futures linked to them, is extremely volatile.
They are vulnerable to sharp changes in price due to unexpected
events or changes in market sentiment. Cryptocurrency futures
are leveraged products. Leverage multiplies your
losses and potential profits, and can have a significant impact
on fees. Due to the peer-to-peer nature of the CoinFLEX platfo
rm, you may be exposed to significant counterparty risk.
Under extreme market circumstances, CoinFLEX could decide to pa
rtially or entirely close profit-making positions to be able to
counteract the impact of loss-making positions, with
losses being covered by profits made by traders on a pro rata b
asis.
Please ensure you fully understand the risks of trading in cryp
tocurrency futures and take care to manage your exposure. If yo
support@coinFLEX.com. The information on this site is not direc
ted at residents of the United States, Canada, Singapore, Japan
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulatio
n.

u are in any doubt, please contact CoinFLEX at
, or any particular country or jurisdiction where such

